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were placed in the vanguard. Ghalib Khan, son of Rustam
Khan Deccam, Apaji Pandit, and Mirza 'All Khan were
given charge of the right wing and 'Omar Khan Panni,
nephew of Da'ud Khan Panni, Amin Khan, Turktaz
Khan Turani and Fidai Khan were placed on the left
wing of the army. The Maratha contingent under Santaji,
Nemajl Sindhia, Khandoji Dabhade, Shankraji Malhar
and Kanoji were also placed on the left wing. The Maratha
soldiers numbered eight thousand.1
In accordance with the directions received from the Amiru'l-
Umara, cAlam CAH Khan had done his utmost to strengthen
his position by buying over as many local leaders of troops
and muster-masters as he possibly could. He granted them
high ranks and tried to propitiate them by generous gifts.
One of them was Muhammad! Beg, who had been Deputy
Faujdar of Gulshanabad during the first viceroyalty of
Nizamu'1-Mulk. He was dismissed from service, and twice im-
prisoned by the latter on account of his maladministration and
his complicity with the Marathas with whom he used to share
the money exacted from the peasantry. Being inexperienced
himself, eAlam CA1I Khan used to follow the advice of Shankraji
Malhar, a creature and confidant of the Amiru'l-Umara,
who had been entrusted with the entire civil administration
of the six subahs of the Deccan. It was mainly through the
influence of Shankraji Malhar that Muhammad! Beg, Latif
Khan Banwar, Sayyid Wall Muhammad and Muhammad
Ashraf were raised to the rank of five thousand, and received
rewards of elephants, horses, etc. This must have cieated
heart-burning among those who felt envious of these newly-
risen men. This also accounts for the half-hearted attitude
1Jangndma: The author of this poem is Ghazanfar Husain, who was contem-
porary to the events recorded in it. This work is written in the Deccani dialect
of Urdu and is a sort of an elegy, lamenting the martyrdom of Sayyid *Alam 'All
Khan in the bloom of his youth. The latter is described to be in his twentieth
year at the time of his death. Being a handsome young man, with many good
qualities, his fate aroused the sympathy of the poet, which found expression
in the lines of this poem, at once musical and pathetic. The author, evidently,
was a staunch partisan of the Barha Sayyids as against Nizamu'I-Mulk. The
poem was first published by William Irvine in the Indian Antiquary (January
and March 1904). But a more complete version, with critical notes, has since
been edited by Maulvi 'Abdul Haq and published by the Anjuman-i-Taraqqi
Urdu, Aurangabad.

